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Abstract

Introduction to The Problem: The election is a way to choose leaders in both the legislative and executive fields. An election mechanism is also a form of power distribution and its limitation, so elections are an important activity for national development. Through this election, there are evil sparks that can be lit by those who have an evil character; one of these sparks is money politics. Therefore, the implementation of elections required law enforcement agencies to deal with election violations and election disputes under applicable rules.

Purpose/Objective Study: The purpose of this study is to find out how law enforcement in violations of money politics in Indonesia and how to deal with its violations.

Design/Methodology/Approach: This article is a doctrinal one and using normative legal research methods with a statutory approach. The statutory course referred to is an approach based on legal reviewers related to the problem being discussed.

Findings: In this study, the authors found that law enforcement of money politics in general elections in Indonesia must be based on established conditions. Such conditions are like implementing the regulations and force them to be implemented right away. Efforts that must be made in overcoming this violation in general elections in Indonesia are by making pre-eventive efforts. These efforts address election violations from the preparation step until the election implementation step. The second act is preventive actions, namely prevention efforts or non-penal measures before election crime. The third is a repressive effort that deals with corruption and focuses on the nature of the action, eradication, or suppression after the crime.
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Introduction

The State of Indonesia is based on Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. Article 1 paragraph (3) of this Constitution states that “The State of Indonesia is a state of law” (Kenedi, 2018). The provisions in the article state that law is the only basis that has a function as a control and guides in people’s lives to create a safe, secure, and fair experience for the nation and state with guaranteed legal certainty. It is clear, in this case,
that law is the order of national life both in the political, economic, social, and cultural fields, as well as in defence and security.

The era of globalization and the development of science and technology bring positive impacts in all fields. However, despite this positive side, it also has drawbacks to this development. The adverse effects due to this development lead to the crime’s mutation. Thus, the developed-crime must be fought against for reducing its spread in the community. One of the tools to overcome these evil doings is through criminal law. The law would enforce its regulation to be applied in all society (Sulchan, 2014).

One of the social fields is the preservation of democracy through the general election to realize people’s sovereignty (Kartini, 2017). The election is a way to choose leaders in both the legislative and executive fields. An election mechanism is also a form of power distribution and its limitation, so elections are an important national development (Putri, 2015). Through this election, there are evil sparks that can be lit by those who have an evil character; one of these sparks is money politics. Therefore, the implementation of elections required law enforcement agencies to deal with election violations and election disputes under applicable rules (Ananingsih, 2016). The legality of elections in Indonesia, regulated in Law no. 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections (Election Law). Systematically, the provisions regarding money politics can be found in Book V Chapter II under the heading Election Criminal Provisions in Article 523 paragraph (1-3) (Satria, 2019).

Based on the above description, the formulation of the problem in this paper was divided into two. First, how is law enforcement in money politics as a crime in general elections in Indonesia? Second, how are the efforts to tackle these violations in Indonesia?

Methodology
This study, qualitatively, employed a normative legal research method. The statutory approach was used within this investigation through legal review related to the discussed problem. Thus, data were obtained from legal material or legal documents. It was then analyzed qualitatively through literature or library research.

Results and Discussion
The violations within the general election seriously tarnish the people’s sovereignty, where they have the right to vote freely without coercion or temptation. We could say that, famously, money politics is dirty means to force the people’s vote. Generally speaking, the election corruption has three categories of violations: administrative offences, criminal violations, and violations of ethical election codes (Nail, 2019). Another saying that describes the money politics is a bribery form. It is giving the money to determine one’s position, policies to be issued, and political decisions that are benefitting only for personal, group, or political party interests (Lukmajati, 2016).

Money politics is an effort to influence others, in this case, the community, by using material rewards or can also be interpreted as buying and selling votes in the political process and power as well as the act of distributing money, both personal or party property to influence
the votes of voters (Asnawi, 2018). It can also be referred to as someone who gives a reward or influences someone by providing a sum of money to get more votes in an election.

The practice of money politics is an unlawful act and described as a crime. Still, the public does not care and even wants to accept all types of the material provided by the nominating party (Anggraeni & Ramdhani, 2018). Indonesia has direct experience of this illegal act that the nominees usually have several strategies when employing money politic as their evil tool, including:

a. Dawn Attack
   The dawn attack is a term used to refer to a form of money politics to buy votes made by one or several people to win a candidate who will occupy a position as a political leader. Dawn attacks generally target the lower middle class and often occur before elections.

b. Mass Mobilization
   Mass mobilization is a common thing during campaigns that luring society with a sum of money to attend live campaigns organized by a political party. The use of money is usually for transportation costs, tip money, and food allowance, hoping that the masses who come during the campaign will vote for them (Asnawi & Mulyana, 2018).

Law enforcement in election violation through money politics in Indonesia
Indonesia habitually using a procedural approach to enforce the law. This legal process model is a judicial concept that guarantees the value of justice based on strict procedures in monitoring and evaluating the performance of law enforcement. It is hoped that this law enforcement process will provide more justice based on the principles of moral justice (Widodo, 2012). Law enforcement, according to Jimly Asshidiqie, is the centre of all legal life activities ranging from legal planning, legal formation, law enforcement, and legal evaluation. It is an intervention between various human behaviours that represent interests within the agreed framework (Sina, 2015).

The requirement of regulations or rules to overcome the wrongdoings is understandable. Thus, the existence of money politics in general elections draws the government to set the rules to cut its living political habit. Indonesian government then publish the Act No. 7 of 2017 on General Elections (Kalakoe et al., 2020). It is directly, as seen in article 523, paragraph (1) to paragraph (3), forbidding the very existence of money politics. Along with the prohibition also sanctions that will be applied to the offenders. Through this regulation, law enforcement is expected to be carried out effectively to prevent election violations, especially money politics. Election offence is blackening the validity of clean and fair elections. So it is necessary to take strict action under applicable regulations to provide a red effect for money politics (Norman, 2019).

The things that need to be considered in law enforcement of money politics are as follows:
1. Ensure that every action, procedure, and decision-related to the election process is following the legal framework;
2. Protect or restore the right to vote;
3. Allow citizens who believe that their ballot has been violated to submit complaints to the authorities.

**Efforts to tackle violations of money political elections in Indonesia**

In dealing with election violations such as money politics, various kinds of countermeasures are needed, such as initial efforts to prevent criminal acts (pre-eventive), pre-crime prevention, and preventive measures after the crime (repressive).

a. Pre-Eventive Efforts

Pre-eventive efforts could be meant as overcoming the money politics in the pre-stage and implementation stage of the general election. General Election Commission must carry out this preventive action and the Supervisory Board of General Election (A.T et al., 2008). The candidate who is found to have violated the election in the form of money politics will be sanctioned with, or the consequences of conducting money politics will be cancelled as a candidate in the general election (Sugiharto, 2016).

All aspects must prevent violation opportunities in election time; for example, the community must have curiosity when the candidate distributes food or money to the community. As a smart community, they will not immediately accept the candidate offer, but ask the goals and intentions of the candidate first. If the community has rejected the basic needs of the candidate pair, then automatically, the purpose of the candidate pair to do money politics will be lost.

b. Preventive Efforts

Preventive efforts are also said to be non-penal efforts because these preventive efforts or prevention efforts are carried out before the crime (Firmansyah, 2011). Handling of money politics is done to prevent the occurrence or emergence of the first crime. Preventing criminal offences is better than trying to educate perpetrators to be even better. The watchword in criminology means that efforts to improve the perpetrators of criminal acts need to be addressed and directed so that no recurring crimes occur. It makes sense that precautions are prioritized because anyone can carry them out without particular and economic expertise. Prevention efforts occupy the key and strategic position of all criminal political actions. This prevention effort is to improve certain social conditions. So from a criminal point of view, all prevention activities through that effort have a strategic position, holding key positions that must be intensified.

c. Repressive

Penalty or repressive efforts are efforts to deal with crime and violations, which focus on the nature of the action, eradication, or suppression after the crime. Enforcement efforts are expected to have a deterrent effect on perpetrators so as not to repeat their steps and cause the fear effect for the community not to commit a crime because they must be convicted/acted if caught by law enforcement officers.
It is expected to have a deterrent effect on candidate pairs, so in the future, the candidate pairs are reluctant to commit violations of money political elections (Kusuma et al., 2019). The role of the community is expected to be smart not to accept money politics, but will immediately report it to the authorities. Money politics from candidates can be convicted under Law No. 7 of 2017 on Elections. Article 280, paragraph (1) states that anyone who deliberately gives or promises money politics can be sentenced to a maximum of 2 years and a maximum fine of 24 million rupiahs. The same criminal act is applied to voters who intentionally receive gifts or promises of money politics. Eradicating money politics indeed cannot reach zero cases, but with the active participation of all elements, namely the apparatus and the public, is expected to minimize/neutralize money politics (Money politic).

Conclusion
With the description of the results above, it can be concluded that law enforcement carried out against violations of money political elections is to apply the laws and regulations in effect Law No. 7 of 2017 concerning General Elections, effectively to create clean, honest, and fair elections. It will always guarantee that every action, decision, and procedure, related to the electoral process is following the legal framework, protecting or restoring the right to vote, and allowing citizens who believe that their voting rights have been violated to submit complaints to the authorities.

The efforts made in overcoming money politics are through several actions. First is the preventive attempt, which always oversees the election from the pre-stage to the implementation stage of the election. Second is preventive effort or a non-penal attempt before the violation occurred in the general election. The last is the repressive action that is done after the occurrence of money politics.
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